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Cartoon by Thayne Palmer

OPEN LETTERS

I watch the same thing every weekend. The guy loses
his money, the girl gets drunk and I don’t get a tip.

Dear Drunk Nick
By Nick Gast

Dear Drunk Nick,
I get it, I really do. One minute you’re living large, trying to keep
up with that dumb LMFAO song by tossing booze down your
throat in a flurry of 1.5-ounce sadness bombs. You’re even feeling confident enough to break out the patented “Nick Gast reverse
running man” (all rights reserved).
The next thing I know, you’ve got me wrapped around my
porcelain flush-hole tighter than Rosie O’Donnell’s horrifyingly
sausage-like epidermis (loved her in “A League of Their Own”).
This inevitably leads to me waking up the next morning pantsless on my bedroom floor, cursing your name and trying to piece
together the events of the last evening. “How many drinks did I
have? Please, God, tell me I didn’t break out the patented “Nick
Gast reverse running man” (all rights reserved). Why are my pants
in the fridge?” (13, Yes, and because you didn’t want them to spoil.)
After a careful minute of deliberation, I swear to retire you for
good and return to my life as a lanky photojournalist … until the
next weekend.
We’ve performed this dance enough times by now that I know
whatever voodoo you’ve worked on my tiny lizard brain to make
me think ‘power hour’ is a legitimate weekend activity isn’t going
away anytime soon (sidebar: how soon after I graduate does this
behavior transition from “carefree college student” to “sad and
lonely adult?”). If we’re going to stick this out, you need to make a
few changes.
First off, pump the brakes with the phone calls. It’s a bad idea
to drunk-dial an ex-girlfriend. It’s a worse idea to tell her that her
forehead is really more of a five-head (even though we both know
it’s a sixer).
You’re killing me with the food, man. Literally. I enjoy a big,
greasy burger as much as the next guy, but the Bacon Mushroom
Double Ox burger was not intended for human consumption. The
last time you crammed that down your drunk-hole, I lost sight in
my left eye and everything I ate tasted like gravy for a week.
You have to stop thinking everyone shares your interests. No,
people don’t care what TARDIS stands for. Yes, they watched
“Lost,” and no, they don’t want to talk about inconsistencies in the
smoke monster’s backstory. And nobody cares that you found the
“dopest” ashtray the last time you went mantiquing.
Finally, quit making that same damn face in all your pictures.
You know the one — eyebrows raised, nostrils flared, mouth
smirking to one side. You don’t look like Jim Halpert. You look like
you’re having a stroke.

Regards,
Nick Gast

Also, the low-cut shirts aren’t
helping either of us save money.

BIG
Big ups to whoever highfived Jesus so hard his hand
broke off! The statue on Big
Mountain I mean. That poor,
poor, arthritic statue.
Backhands to the Helena
man who got his Pomeranian
drunk. Really drunk. Like
BAC-0.348-percent drunk. Luckily, the dog is alive and in protective custody, where there
will likely be a push for the canine to enroll in AA.

U
P
S

BACK
H A N D S
By Brooks Johnson

Big ups to Starbucks for introducing energy drinks into
its line of beverages available
at the grocery store. Next time
I tell you I’m drinking Starbucks, know that I mean one of
their energy drinks mixed with
booze to stifle the tears associated with drinking Starbucks
anything.
Backhands to hangovers. If
booze was supposed to make
us feel crummy, why would
it wait to pounce until after it
makes us feel so good? YOU
LIED TO ME, CAPTAIN!

Big ups to Mitt Romney for
becoming the Etch-A-Sketch
candidate.
Following
this
(meaningless) theme, Ron Paul
can be Operation, Newt Gingrich can be Hungry Hungry
Hippos and Rick Santorum can
be Boggle.
Backhands to the end of
dark-beer season. Well, it’s
probably best to avoid those
400-calories-per-bottle blackouts with swimsuit season approaching, anyway. Harumph.

nick.gast@umontana.edu
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Engstrom releases final sexual assault report
Dillon Kato
Montana Kaimin
University of Montana President Royce Engstrom released
Thursday the final report of
the school’s investigation into
recent cases of sexual assault.
Engstrom’s report said that
conduct-code action has been
taken against eight students
in four cases of sexual assault
that were listed in former state
supreme court justice Diane
Barz’s January report.
As a result, five of the individuals are no longer students
at the University, although it is
not clear if they have been expelled, transferred, graduated
or dropped out. The three others are appealing their penalties. Engstrom wrote that this
letter brings the school’s investigation to a close.

The memorandum also
talked about the changes the
University will be making in
its reporting policies and how
it deals with infractions of the
student code of conduct. These
include a new online course to
be completed by staff and students prior to registering for
courses, new partnerships with
the city — like the recently
launched It’s Your Call program — a new student-athlete
conduct code and changes to
the student conduct code.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Theresa Branch wrote
a letter as part of the final report. As well as laying out
current services offered to
students for educating themselves about sexual assault, it
said the school will roll out an
online tutorial on sexual assault that will be mandatory

for all students, staff and faculty to take. Engstrom said the
program will begin in the fall
and all students will have to
complete it before registering
for classes, although he said
the time necessary to complete
the program would be minimal. Branch has also been put
on the community advisory
board for St. Patrick Hospital’s
First STEP program, which offers victim services and collects rape kits.
David Aronofsky, UM’s
counsel on legal matters, issued a report alongside Engstrom’s, discussing changes to
the Student Conduct Code. He
said the code should be altered
to make clear that the student
code applies even in incidents
that occur off campus and
even if charges are not filed
with the police. He also wrote

that the wording in the code
should be changed to reflect
the “preponderance of evidence” standard that federal
law mandates schools to use in
misconduct cases dealing with
sexual assault. Rather than the
“clear and convincing” standard used in courts, the school
could punish offenders if it
believed that “it is more likely
than not that sexual harassment or violence occurred.”
Finally, Aronofsky suggested
a new mandatory reporting
policy for all UM employees
who are told of cases of sexual
assault. In it, they are required
to tell the equal opportunity/
affirmative action officer, currently Lucy France. This would
not have to include the victim’s
name, and certain exceptions
would be made for health care
workers and others. Engstrom

said this change reflects the
idea “we’re all in this together,”
and while Aronofsky’s changes
are not implemented yet, they
are merely waiting to decide
the final language. In the closing comments of his letter, Engstrom wrote that the school will
focus on eliminating sexual assault, saying, “I will expect and
hold accountable every member
of my administration and indeed every member of the campus as a whole to do his or her
utmost to address that goal.”
Aronofsky’s letter, as well as
those by Engstrom and Branch,
and the new Student-Athlete
Conduct Code are available on
the president’s website. Visit
montanakaimin.com for more
information about the changes
to the student-athlete conduct
code.
dillon.kato@umontana.edu
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DREW CAREY:
Erik C. Anderson
Montana Kaimin
Earlier this month, Twitter
exploded with the name of one
comedian: Drew Carey.
Gazing at that line, one may
have thought Carey had returned to the improv limelight,
or debuted a new gut-busting
stand-up comedy routine.
Actually, the Twitterverse
stood in awe of Carey, who
served as a panelist (and, in
turn, a headliner) for the MIT
Sloan Sports Analytics Conference from March 2-3.
Before you roll your eyes at
the potential MBA required
nerdiness at play here, the goal
of the conference is to essentially take the subjectivity out
of sports by developing and examining advanced statistics to
better analyze players. Think
of the movie “Moneyball,” but
apply the same concept to all
sports rather than just baseball.
The conference gathers together some of the brightest
minds in analytics and sports
business to share their innovations, and is where the host of
The Price Is Right comes in.

Carey’s democratic approach
to running a sports franchise is
what made for his warm reception at the convention.
The Cleveland native is a
minority owner of the Seattle
Sounders FC, Seattle’s Major
League Soccer team. His team
embraces a groundbreaking
approach to further engage
fans by allowing them a vote
to affect the team’s future. His
voting method allows fans
to determine the fate of the
team’s general manager. Every four years, the fans are allowed to vote on whether the
GM will be retained — an unheard of concept in American
sports.
“The idea is that you’re talking to the fans and letting them
influence your decisions; that’s
the biggest thing we do in Seattle,” Carey said during the
Sloan conference.
Season ticket holders automatically become members of
Sounders Alliance, the group
allowed to vote on team decisions. Non-season ticket holders can buy into The Alliance
for a fee.
Carey’s logic behind the

Montana Kaimin
Friday, March 23, 2012

the champion of
sports democracy

push for a more fan-friendly
approach to front office decisions stems from the democratic society we live in.
“We vote on everything.
Why not vote on a sports
team?” Carey said at the conference.
Yes, that is a leap of faith;
allowing a casual fan sway in
the direction of a franchise.
But aren’t there parallels in
how Americans vote for their
president? If we trust an entire population to elect a man
to run our country, why does
it make sense to prevent this
same population from making
much smaller-scale decisions
for sports? Hint: It doesn’t.
The system also forces the
general manager to be accountable. Carey likened the position
of GM for the Sounders to an
employee working for commission. If a person is unwilling
to work for commission, Carey
wouldn’t hire them because
they don’t work as hard.
Still not convinced this fanfriendly approach is feasible?
Ask NFL Detroit Lions fans.
Matt Millen stood at the
helm of personnel decisions for

the Lions from 2001-2007.
During his reign, the Lions
posted a 31-81 record, which is
among the worst for any team
during a seven-year period.
Fans grew so ornery with Millen’s tenure that they organized
a “Fire Millen” movement
back in 2005, which included
marches and disruptive chants
during games to “fire Millen,”
and an outcry to wear orange,
showing support for the Cincinnati Bengals.
Despite these fan efforts,

Millen wasn’t fired until 2008.
Carey advocates his franchise’s democratic design by
saying most fans already know
when a general manager is on
the way out thanks to reading
the ridicule from local news
coverage.
Carey is on to something by
giving fans control over their
beloved franchises.
U.S. sports teams need to
take note.
erik1.anderson@umontana.edu

TWEET
OF THE WEEK!
For all things Grizzly athletics, follow sports editor @danielmediate and sports reporters @DustinAskim, @A_N_Valdez,
@ErikCAnderson and @AustinSchempp on Twitter.

GRIZ ATHLETE TWEET OF THE WEEK:
Basketball point guard
Will Cherry @willcherry5
Ever since I was thirteen I’ve
been like a young simba I
can’t wait to be the king

BUZZED.
the culture of drinking
From storied saloons to bro bars, Missoula’s downtown alone has more than two
dozen bars. Following the recent Big Sky
Conference regular-season championship
basketball game, SportsCenter anchor Stan
Verrett said “Nobody parties like Missoula.” Perhaps it’s the long winters. Perhaps it
is the lack of activities in a small town surrounded by mountains. Or, that almost all
concert venues serve alcohol. Or that nothing pulls Missoula together like a Griz football game. Whatever the reason, there is no
doubt. Missoula is a drinking town.
But while booze is part of Missoula culture, so are the consequences. President
Royce Engstrom told Foresters Ball organizers to shape up or cancel the annual event
after community criticism for its association
with binge drinking. Diane Barz told University officials the “risky factor of alcohol”
was involved in most reports of campus
sexual assaults. Deadly DUIs and foolish
MIPs seem an irreversible fact of life as all
the obituaries and citations blur together.
So what truly shapes Missoula drinking culture? The person taking a flaming
shot on their 21st birthday, or the state’s lax
breathalyzer laws. The dotted map of MIPs,
or the breweries that brew with local grains.
What we know for sure is, it’s hard to put
all students in the same bottle.

Nate Ford/for the Montana Kaimin
Joe McMahon prepares to take the Flaming Lamborghini at Feruqi’s, a must for any 21st birthday in Missoula.

The liver’s rite of passage:
Nate Ford
For the Montana Kaimin

The 21st Birthday

University of Montana student Joe McMahon turned 21
on Tuesday, Feb. 7, 2012. Every
one of his close friends had already been of age for at least
years. 7,670 days, give eight months. His night proor take a few. Even cops know ceeded as follows:
that’s a long time to wait.
It’s not as if your 21st birthday is expected to be your first
Joe is sober. The party betime drinking, let alone your
gins
at Jaker’s. Joe’s father has
first time puking from too
provided a $200 gift certificate
much alcohol.
And yet, most of us cele- for a 15-person crew.
brate our final coming-of-age
as a shit-show. To take a closer
look at the ritual, I recently
Dinners
are
ordered,
went along with a friend on
though
most
of
the
money
his big night, careful to remain
goes
toward
shots
and
pitchsober myself.

21

9:00 p.m.

9:32 p.m.

ers. A mildly buzzed Joe gets a
birthday bottle of Crown Royal Reserve and a cigar.

10:32 p.m.
Joe has begun to get drunk.
The birthday crew, now cut
almost in half as all the girls
have left, leaves Jaker’s and
discusses what’s next.

10:38 p.m.
We arrive at the Fox Club.
Upwards of $250 is spent, almost solely on Joe, for a lap
dance, beverages and spending money in the dancing area.
At one point he has four differ-

ent drinks in front of him.
Strip clubs have become almost synonymous with 21st
birthdays, at least for men.
They weren’t for our parents.
Mike McMahon, Joe’s father,
who was born in 1955, called
his own 21st “a complete nonevent.”
“Alcohol awareness was
pretty much nonexistent compared to what it is now,” he
said. “We had all been drinking since we were 14, so when
the birthday rolled around it
wasn’t much of anything.”

drinking. The crew leaves the
Fox Club for his Feruqi’s birthday shot, a Missoula staple.

11:57 p.m.
Joe takes his shot; the Flamming Lamborghini.

12:02 a.m.
He doubles over in the alley behind the bar, spits for a
while, and manages to keep it
all in.

11:43 p.m.

Joe is hammered. Most
of his friends have stopped

Continued to next page.

Nate Ford/for the Montana Kaimin
McMahon poses for a picture with some homeless men he met on his 21st birthday.

From the end of Prohibition
until 1984, there wasn’t an official consensus for a national
drinking age. During that time,
any state at any given time
would have it set between the
ages of 18 and 21. That state-tostate ambiguity, plus the lack of
overall awareness, made it quite
easy for people to start drinking
at an early age. After 1984, when
Congress set the drinking age at
21, a definitive line was drawn.
What this leads to, is an almost socially demanded excuse
to drink until you vomit on
your 21st birthday. In a way, 21st
birthdays are simply imbibing
celebrations to commemorate
the new legality of an old habit.
But they are also a completely
necessary rite of passage.

12:09 a.m.
Back in Feruqi’s, Joe meets a
girl celebrating her 21st birthday. They hug.

12:17 a.m.
Upon leaving, Joe strikes up a
conversation (yelling across the
street) with two homeless men.

12:19 a.m.
Joe walks across the street

and introduces himself.
“How are you guys doing tonight?”
“Homeless.”
“I don’t want to get into all
that.”
“Sorry.”
“Come to the Iron Horse, and
I’ll buy some drinks. It’s my 21st
birthday.”
They accept. We are the only
people on Higgins.
I celebrated my own 21st
halfway around the world, under entirely different circumstances. I was studying abroad
in Prague and had thus already
been able to legally drink for
four months. A journal entry recalls some of the events:
“Czech Brewfest the next day
(my birthday!) was unreal. We
drank and played cards. I got a
kiss and a number. I won’t call.
I came away with an awesome
liter-mug. I threw up. When we
got home, Yarka brought some
friends over. Pepe and Marie
sang me a song. Sonia was fun.
We fell down a hill. I’ll call her.
Slovakians are nuts. Boat party
tonight. Tower party tomorrow.
Homework and sleep will happen sometime. Incredible Birthday.”
This entry hardly scratches
the surface of all the fun I had

those four days. Joe’s fun barely
lasted four hours. But ask either
of us if we would do anything
differently, and we both say no.

12:31 a.m.
At the Iron Horse, Joe purchases two drinks each for the
homeless men and a birthday
shot for himself. He mentions to
the homeless men that it is his
birthday for the 13th time. Not
one of Joe’s friends has a drink
with him. I count eight people in
the bar who aren’t in our crew.
Two of them are bartenders.

12:41 a.m.
The homeless men ask Joe to
put them up in a hotel for the
night. He declines.

12:48 a.m.
Walking out of the Iron Horse,
Joe now has a girl by his side. She
doesn’t seem to notice how drunk
he is. Joe’s friends try to coerce
him into the car to go home. He
will have none of it. This is well
past lights out for Joe
.

12:56 a.m.

At the Mo Club, Joe’s friend
asks if he wants a shot.

“Aannnnnffff.”
The bartender gives him a
shot glass filled half with whisky, half burger grease, and a
slice of onion to chase. Joe takes
it. He pukes in the garbage can
next to him.

1:03 a.m.
Another girl, who is also celebrating her 21st birthday, tells
one of Joe’s friends he knows
her. He doesn’t know her. She
gets mad. Joe walks to the bathroom.

1:07 a.m.
Joe pukes in the urinal and
sloppily tries to clean it up. His
friends set him aside and clean
it up for him.
“I neea go home,” Joe says.

1:18 a.m.
His friends carry him into a
car. He falls asleep on the short
ride home.
As heavy drinking on a 21st
birthday has become commonplace, the standard has been set;
most of us drink far too much
until legality sets in, and then
we are allowed to move on. It’s

a valuable lesson that is hard to
learn before the big day: Drinking isn’t such a big deal once it
becomes permissible.
Of course, this does not apply to everybody. Some people
completely refrain from the
bottle. Others never learn to
stop. But no matter how you
approach alcohol, one thing remains true: the upside of high
alcohol consumption is the inevitable realization that high alcohol consumption is pointless.
For those of you who grasped
this understanding before any
harm befell you, congratulations; but for the rest of us,
hindsight is the best scope to
understand the stupidity of our
underage alcohol indulgences.
Joe did not get out of his bed
until 7 p.m. the day after his
birthday. He didn’t eat anything
until the day after that. The last
thing he remembers was the lap
dance, which was less than halfway through his celebration.
To be fair probably a majority
of 21st birthdays are a lot more
eventful than Joe’s. Mine certainly was. Plenty likely don’t
even induce vomit. Yet sometimes it takes acting like an idiot
to realize how much potential
we have to do better.
nate.ford@umontana.edu

HANGOVER CURES
Dameon Matule
The best way to prevent a hangover
is make sure you get some food and liquids (not more booze) into you before you
go to bed. But sometimes even that isn’t
enough. Here’s some tried and true methods the Kaimin pulled from Forbes and
Men’s Health magazines to fix you up the
next day. (Be sure to add a tall glass of
water to every method.) The following are
listed in order of awesomeness, not taste.

BURNT TOAST — Burn the hell out of
two pieces of toast. Seriously, make them
black. It’s going to be gross so cover them
with whatever you need to make it better.
Wash down every bite with one big gulp. It’s
nasty, but the carbon will fix you in a hurry.
COCONUT WATER — Not coconut
milk. There is a difference. This stuff is
amazing. It tastes a little like crackers
but it’s the second best cure there is. It’s
so good you can even use it in an IV.
PICKLE JUICE — Have ONE cup of pickle
juice before breakfast. I know, I know ...
that sounds horrible, but it’ll kick in much
faster. And remember: Have a glass of water
afterward. (If you’re a baby try Gatorade.)

B VITAMINS — Drinking brings their
levels down which makes a hangover feel
worse. Take some of these, but not all the
time. (A good source is 5-hour ENERGY.)
BISCUITS & GRAVY— Definitely the
most enjoyable cure on the list. A plate
of this greasy spongy goodness will ease
your poor widdle tummy. (Don’t mix with
pickle juice ’cause that’s just gross.)

HAIR OF THE DOG

— If you want to
be a total lush, have another. It’s funny
how it’s okay to have a Ceaser or a Bloody
Mary before 11 a.m, but gin and tonic
will make you look like an alcoholic.

DO NOT TAKE
ACETAMINOPHEN — Didn’t you already
damage your liver enough last night? These
medications strain your liver. Mix them
with alcohol and you’ll do some damage.
COFFEE — Now, that’s just mean. It’s usually
the first thing you groan for after a long night
but the caffeine will just make your headache
worse and probably make it last longer.
SUSHI — Unless raw fish on a queasy
stomach sounds like a good idea.

TOO MUCH PICKLE JUICE — Since pickle
juice is almost entirely made of salt, it will
result in bloating and explosive diarrhea. So
don’t do it. Seriously, you’ve been warned.

THE 21 CONUNDRUM
drinking, house parties, bars and music
Emily Downing
When it comes to nightlife,
Missoula is one bar-friendly
town. Sure, there’s always a
house party to swing by, but for
the most part, the underage are
out of luck.
It’s a conundrum college
students encounter at some
point. When the weekend rolls
around, nightlife options for
those under 21 are limited
mainly to house parties. Joey,
who asked only to be indentified by his first name, said he
and his roommates threw parties at their house frequently.
That is, they did until they
turned 21. All of a sudden, the
prospect of going downtown
on the weekends became much
more attractive.
“You have more fun downtown once you’re 21, but house
parties are never bad,” Joey
said. “It’s much cheaper to
throw a house party than to go
downtown.”
All you need for a successful house party is booze and a

good set of speakers. A night
at a bar, on the other hand, also
involves service and entertainment.
Most bands that pass
through town play their gigs
at the bars. Bigger acts merit all
ages or at least 18-plus shows,
but hitting up those concerts
will set the underage back a few
extra bucks. Even musicians
who aren’t yet 21 generally
aren’t allowed to hang around
in the bar after their shows.
Victor Johnson plays guitar
for The Trees, an up-and-coming local rock band that’s had
experience playing at both bars
and house parties. Although
the band’s drummer isn’t 21 yet,
Johnson said they’ve never had
any trouble getting gigs at bars.
He said bars can be nicer places to play, even though there’s
much more interaction with the
audience at a house party.
“A bar is usually preferable
because you know the cops
won’t come, and you know
you’re getting paid,” he said.
“You also know people are

FORESTERS’ VS TAILGATES
Cody Blum
Forestry student Chris Freidstadt is frustrated that Foresters’ Ball has come under such
heavy fire for being a binge
drinking event while events like
pre-football game tailgate parties
don’t seem to get the same level
of scrutiny.
Freidstadt said the pre-game
festivities may get bigger breaks
in alcohol enforcement than other
events because of the high-profile
nature of the football games.
Tailgating veteran Norm Jones
said he doesn’t see any issues
with tailgating festivities, or the
alcohol that often accompanies
them.
Jones said, “I do see people out
there who have had a beer or two
too much.” But he pointed out he
hasn’t witnessed consumption on
the part of minors, or other violations. He’s a tailgating advocate.
“I think the tailgating part of it
helps the football,” he said.
Office of Public Safety Officer
Rich Zitzka said they patrol the
two events the same. The only
difference, he said, is that police
enforcement at Foresters’ depends on how many officers the
Ball can afford to hire.
Dylan Brooks, publicity direc-

tor for Foresters’ Ball, said the last
Ball had three officers, and next
year they hope to increase that
number to four. The Kaimin reported in February that a “posse”
of 10 or more forestry students
assisted with security for this
year’s event, which drew more
than 3,000 people over two days.
Campus police reports for the
week of Ball showed three MIPs,
two drug charges and a disorderly conduct ticket. One woman
reported a sexual assault after a
man grabbed her butt and tried
to kiss her before walking away.
By comparison, Public Safety
is part of a 65-70 person crew that
works security at home football
games with crowds of more than
20,000 fans. The week of the Portland State game Public Safety issued citations for five MIPs, two
drug charges and an assault.
“I think what happens at the
Foresters’ Ball isn’t an issue specific to the Ball,” Brooks said.
All proceeds from the ball go
toward scholarships for students
who put in 80 hours or more of
work, and Brooks aims to get the
Ball back on track with its academic nature.
“We need to re-educate campus on what we are about,” he
said.
cody.blum@umontana.edu

there to listen to your music.
With house parties, most people are just there to have fun.”
For many students, it’s just
a hop, skip and jump to get to
the bars downtown, making it
an attractive option. Parties can
be located anywhere and can
be hard to find, Joey said, but
downtown never moves.
“It’s close to campus, you
can walk home, there’s a drunk
bus,” he said. “It’s just more
convenient.”
No matter where the party’s
at though, there are options for
getting home. Calling a cab is
always an option. So is calling
the nonprofit, donation-funded
safe ride service Ucallus. Started by Kevin Sandberg in 2011,
the service is on call to give rides
to anyone who’s been drinking
and needs to get home. Ucallus
can give someone a ride anytime and anywhere, though
Sandberg said the service stops
picking up people at house parties from 1 to 3 a.m. so it can focus on downtown.
See 21 CONUNDRUM, page 16

THE BACK STORY
In late February, University President Royce Engstrom
wrote a letter to the Dean of
the College of Forestry, James
Burchfield, expressing his
concern over the most recent
Foresters’ Ball and demanding
some fundamental changes to
future balls if the event is to
continue in coming years.
Engstrom wrote that for the
Ball to continue, leadership
behind the Ball must submit
a strategic plan that outlines
ways to keep the Ball under
better control. Engstrom said,
at a minimum, the plan must
include earlier Ball hours,
elimination of exhibits like
the “Passion Pit” that promote
inappropriate behavior, a
more educational and familyfriendly Ball, more manageable admission numbers and
a clear plan for controlling the
admissions of those under the
influence of alcohol. Engstrom
stated he wants a proposal
with alumni and faculty endorsements on his desk no
later than April 15.
Engstrom wrote, “If we
cannot come to agreement on
the plan by the end of spring
semester, the Ball will not happen next year.”

Q&A
with community leaders
Q: How would you
describe the culture of
drinking on campus and
in the community?

Sally Finneran/Montana Kaimin
Lady Griz basketball forward Katie Baker poses for a portrait on the Oval Thursday afternoon. The Lady Griz have a
“no bar” rule during the season, though Baker abstains from drinking year-round.

JOCK CULTURE
behind the stereotype of athletes and alcohol

Dustin Askim
It happens every fall, usually
in a warehouse.
Upperclassmen
blindfold
freshmen football players, often
forcing hard alcohol and women
upon them at the initiation party.
Most of them aren’t able to
stand up by the end of the night.
However, they aren’t required to
attend.
“Everything you see in movies is that party,” said Katie Baker, a junior forward for the Lady
Griz.
It’s a party most student-athletes at the University of Montana know about, but it seems to
be kept quiet.
“It’s just poor choices by a
few people that get reflected
on the whole team,” said Derek
Selvig, a former Griz basketball
star. “I’m sure the whole football team is not at that party, but
that’s the problem with having
90-100 guys — you’re lumped in
with the actions of a few people.”
It’s not to say this rookie fiesta
represents the attitude that all
athletes have toward alcohol and
partying on campus, but it goes
to show that athletes are college
students too. They party.
But they are also stereotyped.
Junior track athlete Zane Reneau said the football team is
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often persecuted because they
are in the spotlight more than
anyone.
“You look at any sport, and
people are going to drink,” Reneau said. “You go out with your
friends, and you go to a party,
and you drink. That’s what happens. It’s not any different between the basketball team, football and track team.”
Yet, there are other views on
the subject.
Baker, for example, is 21 years
old, but abstains from drinking
year-round to do her part in creating a healthy image for UM
in the public eye. During the
season, Lady Griz head coach
Robin Selvig calls it the “no bar
rule,” while the men’s basketball
team has the same standard —
dubbed “no downtown.”
“I think overall I don’t see
(drinking) as a huge problem,”
Selvig said. “You hear of five or
six stories every few years, and
we have over 300 student-athletes, so it’s a little unbalanced,
but that’s how it is.”
Several Griz football players
declined to comment or were
unavailable for interviews for
this story.
“Like raising children, every
situation is different,” UM Athletic Director Jim O’Day said
Tuesday afternoon in regards to

recent athlete conduct.
In the past 18 months, there
have been five DUI citations
handed out to UM athletes, as
well as one police altercation involving alcohol.
The most recent incidents
involved older student-athletes,
but Baker said the causation
could be traced back to their first
years at UM when they were introduced to the drinking tradition that coincides with college
life as an athlete.
All incoming Grizzlies are required to take a class their first
semester to help them adjust to
college life. They must also attend an alcohol-awareness seminar once a semester.
“Immediately, the stereotype
of an athlete is ‘You’re going to
get drunk, you’re going to get
wasted, you’re going to meet
your friends that way, and you
better like it,’” Baker said.
Baker believes this stereotype
can be altered if more studentathletes start developing safer
drinking habits in their first year
wearing the maroon and silver.
“It’s up to the freshmen. They
are going to do what their teammates, what their peers are going
to do,” Baker said. “So, I think
having a fellowship — some type
of a community group for freshmen — would be so helpful.”
dustin.askim@umontana.edu

In response to the University’s sexual assault investigation, the Student-Athlete Conduct Code has undergone significant changes. Read about these changes at:

www.montanakaimin.com/news

“Missoula has a serious
problem with a permissive
attitude toward the use of intoxicating substances. Alcohol and drug abuse are inextricably linked to the majority
of violent crime and physical
harm to individuals in our
community. Women and men,
young and old, are engaging
in binge drinking at growing
rates — increasing their risk
of becoming a victim or violator. Even lower levels of alcohol consumption can drastically impair judgment and
exposes one to risks that can
be avoided by thinking before
drinking.”

-Missoula Police Chief
Mark Muir

“That culture brings people
in front of me largely in criminal cases, and sometimes they
are very tragic. It doesn’t always involve students … It
seems that there’s more work
being done on it, and I’m encouraged that there’s more
discussion and that people
are trying to address it.”

-District Court Judge
John Larson

“It’s excessive from my perspective. All too frequently,
excessive consumption goes
hand-in-hand with other misconduct.”

-UM Dean of Students
Charles Couture

“Young adults come to
college to experience independence. We are allowed an
environment to self-identify
who we want to be. Drinking
is one of those areas where we
can choose to be responsible
adults— but for those just
stepping into independence,
we need help in identifying
healthy boundaries and practicing healthy behaviors. The
drinking culture on our campus could use more discussion and tools surrounding
environmental factors that
get us in trouble, and frank
conversations about use and
abuse.”

-ASUM President
Jen Gursky

The half-hour

DASH

Forest Chaput de Saintonge/Montana Kaimin
Kevin Nelson drives the UDASH bus on St. Patrick’s Day. He said one of the
more amusing parts of his job is when intoxicated women approach him as
he’s driving the late-night bus to tell him that he’s hot. Nelson added that the
women are rather embarrassed when they step onto the bus the next morning only to find that he’s also the one driving them to school.

TOTAL # OF RIDERS

Amy Sisk

The scent of floral perfume
lingers as seven girls and one
guy walk down the aisle of the
UDASH bus and take seats in the
rear. It’s 8:45 p.m. on St. Patrick’s
Day, and they’re the only passengers on board.
“We want to go to the Tamarack,” one girl shouts to the front
as she taps away on her rhinestone-studded smartphone. “You
should pull right in front of it.”
The driver can’t venture far
from his route, so he stops in
front of the Wilma Theatre and
opens the bus doors. As he pulls
away from the curb to make
another loop, someone starts
pounding on the side of the bus.
Straddled between the shoulder
and lane, the driver stops the bus
and opens the door to the lone
guy, who looks rather panicked.
“Are you going back to campus?” he asked. “I forgot my
phone and ID.”
One of the drivers, Joe Wlaysewski, nodded as the guy
stepped back onto the bus.
“You just lost all those girls,”
Wlaysewski said.
Despite the holiday, it turned
out to be a typical Saturday night
for the two drivers who switch
between driving and supervising the late-night Associated Students of the University of Montana bus every hour. More than
600 students caught a ride on one
of the two UDASH buses, which
make half-hour loops between

Sneakin’ drinks
in the residence halls

Raven Streissguth, a senior at
UM, said her during her freshman year, her friends were masters of sneaking alcohol into the
residence halls.
“We were pegged pretty
quickly as people that liked to
have a good time, so it was a lot
harder for us to get away with
things,” Streissguth said. “We
learned quickly that you don’t
keep alcohol in your dorm fridge
because that’s the first place they
look.”
Despite the wealth of knowledge available to students living
in the residence halls, from posters to mandatory alcohol awareness programs, many underage
students still bring alcohol back
to their rooms, a violation of the
Student Conduct Code and both
federal and state drinking laws.
Streissguth said that her fresh-

man year was the year she drank
the most.
“Freshman year was crazy,
and it was the most prominent
year in college for drinking,”
she said. “I knew I wanted to go
to college and party hard all the
time, and I did.”
Sandy Schoonover, director of
Residence Life, said her office sets
specific rules for residents and
tries to make them clear through
student meetings that discuss residence hall policies.
“If you are over the age of
21, you are allowed to have and
keep alcohol in your room,”
Schoonover. “But, if you are not,
by state and federal law you cannot be in possession of it.”
Karen Metzner, the assistant
director of Residence Life who
works with Student Conduct and
Programs, said Residence Life

Candace Rojo

handles all the write-ups taken by
the Resident Assistants about student minors. Most students have
to meet with her and discuss the
circumstances of their write-up
and are usually referred to Curry’s Self Over Substance program.
“We work really close with
SOS so students can perceive
what happens with alcohol
abuse,” Metzner said. “It is fairly
common for dorm alcohol violations to occur, and I think it is
difficult to say why because each
case is different.”
Streissguth said she was only
cited once for alcohol in her room,
but that she frequently drank inside her room and out.
“The hardest part about drinking in the dorms was getting it
in,” she said. “We would bring
it in our backpacks during the
day, while people were in class,

the University, Lewis and Clark
Villages and downtown Missoula Monday through Saturday
night, picking up and dropping
off students for free along the
way.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights are the craziest, especially after midnight, Wlaysewski said.
In the two semesters he’s spent
driving ASUM buses, he’s mastered the art of catching vomit
in a bucket. While he’s supervising, he keeps an eye out for anyone who looks as though they’re
about to be sick. A bucket, plastic bags and cleaning supplies
are stored in the front of every
UDASH bus as a courtesy for
those who are a little too intoxicated.
“Most of the time we get it in
the bucket,” Wlaysewski said.
“The last thing we want to do at
3:30 in the morning is mop up
throw up.”
Despite these incidents, he enjoys his job. It’s not uncommon
for riders to break into song or
make out, he said.
“It gets pretty romantic
around midnight,” he joked.
“You definitely get people that
are pretty lovey dovey, all googlyeyed.”
But these situations don’t particularly bother him or fellow
driver Kevin Nelson.
“If we didn’t have UDASH,
these people would have driven

Fall 2011: 17, 515
(doubled weekend
service)
Spring 2011: 12,944
Fall 2010: 11,327

UDASH SCHEDULE
Monday-Wednesday
nights: Service runs
from 7:05 p.m. to 12:12
a.m.
Thursday-Saturday
nights: Service runs
from 7:05 p.m. to 2:42
a.m.
For a complete
schedule, go to
the ASUM Office
of Transportation
website.

downtown,” Nelson said.
He added that the students
who ride the bus know they’re
making the right choice. Whenever he drives past a person getting arrested for DUI, all the passengers flock to the side of the bus
to look out the window, he said.
Their response?
“Should have taken UDASH.”
amy.sisk@umontana.edu

“I knew I wanted to go to
college and party hard all
the time, and I did.”
Raven Streissguth, senior

and we would hide it any place
you wouldn’t think to look: inbetween clothes, in underwear
drawers. If you want the alcohol,
you always find a way.”
Streissguth had friends living
in overflow housing in the study
lounges in the same hall she lived
in, and they often hung out and
drank in the study lounge.
“It was like a bigger dorm, so
we had large gatherings there
and had parties,” she said. “The
dorms were great for that. You
live with your closest friends in
one building. It’s like a constant
party.”
Streissguth said she felt like
her RA was sometimes afraid to
reprimand them because she was
the same age as the residents she
watched over.
“Our RA was really close to
our age, so I think she had a hard

time confronting us face to face,”
she said. “My roommate was
even older than her, so maybe she
felt she couldn’t do much.”
Schoonover said RAs are trained
to handle situations like these.
“We talk a lot about the line
between being a friend and an
authority figure in training. Does
it happen that they let things go
sometimes? I can’t say that, but we
train them to deal with that and to
write up students both when they
are on duty and when they are not.”
Streissguth said her drinking
habits have changed since her
time in the residence halls.
“Over time your priorities
change, and honestly, my body
can’t take as much alcohol as it
could freshman year,” she said.
“I don’t have time to be hungover
now, and I value sleep and relaxation a lot more.”
candace.rojo@umontana.edu

Breweries or bars, apples or oranges
Dameon Matule
It all starts around 9 o’clock.
The music changes, the crowd
gets younger and the booze begins to flow. The scene inside
the Iron Horse Pub at night
isn’t what you’d see during the
day. As the sun sets, the dinner crowd vanishes and the
tables fill with cocktail-wielding
twenty-somethings. Because the
scene changes so much, they
don’t allow anybody under 21
inside after 9:30 p.m.
“That’s when people are here
for liquor,” I-Ho general manager Kyle Riggs said. “Let’s put
it this way: After 9 o’clock the
music changes, the crowd gets
younger, and we flip straight
into bar mode.”
Everyone’s there to party,
which makes things more complicated for the staff. One night,
bouncers caught about 15 underage people using pallets as a
makeshift ladder to climb over
the alley wall.
“Underage drinkers are our
biggest problem,” Riggs said.
“But believe me, there’s the occasional dad that freaks out on
me because I won’t let the family
come in for a late dinner.”
Kettlehouse doesn’t have
that problem. State law requires
breweries to close by eight
o’clock, but anyone’s allowed in
until then. Underage people are
usually with their parents, or
they’re never bold enough to order anything but root beer.
“I never have to kick people
out,” Kettlehouse manager Ryan
Weingardt said. “You can bring
a family in here. We’re cool with
that.”
Missoula loves to drink.

Megan Jae Riggs/Montana Kaimin
Meena Bulmahn teases her dad Alex at Kettlehouse Brewing Company’s Myrtle Street taproom Thursday evening. The Bulmahns say they enjoy the vibe at
breweries and their daughters enjoy the homemade root beer and couches. “It’s a different scene,” Bulmahn said.

There are more taprooms here
than anywhere else in Montana.
Kettlehouse had to stop selling
beer everywhere but Missoula
and Bozeman to legally keep
its local taprooms open. Downtown, the Iron Horse Pub serves
more on-premises liquor than
any other place in Montana,
Riggs said.
Weingardt served drinks as
a bartender for years before he
started managing the Kettle-

house taproom on First Street.
He said people go into breweries
to meet with friends or kickoff
their weekends while they enjoy
a fresh pint. It’s common to overhear conversations about the finer points of malted barleys and
finishing hops.
But not all drinks — or their
drinkers — are created equal.
“Have you ever had Heavy
Water?” Riggs asked as he
poured the vodka over ice. “It’s

made in Sweden from subterranean lake water. You can only
get it in New York, L.A. and
here.”
Beer is typically an acquired
taste, Weingardt said, and because of that the brewery knows
who wants to drink their beers.
“People are here to learn
about and taste beer,” Weingardt
said while swirling a fresh, nutbrown ale before sinking his
nose into the glass for a sniff.

After you’re busted

“Sometimes people
don’t even know
the risks they’re
taking, and we
want to discuss
that.”
Mike Frost, SOS coordinator

Cassandra Moog was caught
intoxicated on campus in the first
few weeks of her freshman year at
the University of Montana. It was
her first offense, and she was sent
to Self Over Substance to learn
more about her actions.
Self Over Substance, a program
in Curry Health Center’s Counseling and Psychological Services
center, has the stigma of being
a punishment for having fun.
For some it is a threat; for others,
a helpful tool; and for some it is
something they need.
Moog, 21, said she was the student who walked around with
alcohol in her backpack, but had
never gotten quite as intoxicated
as the day she got caught.
“After that experience, I didn’t

go out quite as much. I finished
up with all my left over bottles
and thought to myself ‘Maybe it’s
time to cool it,’” Moog said. “I was
embarrassed, and I needed to fix
my reputation.”
Mike Frost, the SOS coordinator, said the program is set up to
help students work through their
relationship with substances after
they have been caught abusing.
“It’s a service for the students
who are experiencing unwanted
life experiences related to substance abuse,” he said. “Sometimes people don’t even know the
risks they are taking, and we want
to discuss that.”
The program works in multiple steps for students with different levels of substance abuse and

“Breweries are about the brews
themselves. It’s about the taste
and the experience. We’re not a
bar, and we never want to be.
“It’s usually dirt-bag hippies
and lawyers — lots of lawyers.
You know, your typical Missoulians,” he said. “My favorite part
of the job is not having to deal
with drunks every night.”
dameon.matule@umontana.edu

Getting students
back on track

specialized stages for those with
multiple offenses, Frost said.
After a first offense, students
are mandated to attend a twohour- long class focused on statistics related to alcohol in Montana
and the resources available to students to calculate their substance
use to determine where they fit on
the alcoholic scale. There is then a
three-hour discussion seminar in
which various student offenders
are gathered together to talk about
their experiences.
“At this stage in their life, what
students know and what they say
and what their friends say matters
more than anything we have to
say,” Frost said. “But the thing is,
when you step over the line, you
need to be held accountable for it.”

Candace Rojo

Frost said SOS won’t instantly
solve all the substance problems
that students have, but the program is a great resource for students. He said only about 10 percent of students who go through
the program for a first offense are
mandated to a second session.
Moog never went back.
“I would recommend this program to students who haven’t had
an introduction to alcohol in high
school,” she said. “I think the reason so many people are caught
drinking is because they have just
been set free, and they want to test
their limits.”
candace.rojo@umontana.edu
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Montana serves
relatively softer
DUI sentences
PENALTIES
IN ARIZONA
FIRST OFFENSE

CAUGHT IN THE ACT
MIP CITATIONS ACROSS MISSOULA

Spencer Veysey
Below is a map of Minor in Possession citations issued September 2011 through February 2012. In those six
months, Missoula police officers wrote 204 MIP tickets. Nineteen tickets were written in the downtown area
in those six months, while 24 tickets were written in the University District over the same period. The Lower
Rattlesnake area had six citations, with none in the upper section of the neighborhood. The South Hills area
had nine citations written. A two-block section of Ryman Street, where bars like the Bodega and The Badlander are located, had the highest number of MIPs in the city.

- a $1,250 fine
- license suspension
for 90 days
- at least 10 days in jail

SECOND OFFENSE
- a $3,000 fine
- license suspension
for 1 year
- at least 90 days in jail
- jail time cannot be
suspended

PENALTIES
IN MONTANA
FIRST OFFENSE
- a $300-$1,000 fine
- license suspension for
6 months
- at least 1 day in jail

SECOND OFFENSE
- a $600-$1,000 fine
- license suspension for
1 year
- between 7 days and
6 months in jail
- jail time can be
suspended
In Arizona, these penalties are
mandatory, meaning they cannot
be negotiated down in court. In
Montana, judges have more leniency in sentencing and jail time
can be replaced by chemical dependency assessments, education or completion of a chemical
dependency treatment program.
In 2010, the Missoula City
Council passed a law that anyone
who refuses to submit to an alcohol breath test will be fined $500,
which is the mandatory minimum. Some states like Iowa and
California have implied consent
laws, meaning that when people
sign their licenses they agree to
take drug and alcohol tests when
asked by police.

Map courtesy of Google and gpsvisualizer.com

MORE THAN YOUR ID CHANGES

THE POST-21 SLOWDOWN
Brooks Johnson
21. It’s the age of reckoning in
a culture of parties, late nights
and music that encourages it.
When you get there, the big deal
moves from dream to reality.
But the house parties don’t
just move to the bars. There’s
a whole cultural shift when
you pass the magic threshold,
whether you realize it or not.
“Especially growing up in
Montana, when you’re not 21
there’s not as much to do,” Jamie Peck, culinary student at
the COT said. “Now you can
go out drinking. There’s karaoke, you can play trivia.”
The biggest change comes
in the form of availability and
choice, of course.
“Before you’re 21 you just
drink to get drunk; if you
didn’t take as many shots as
you could, it’d be gone in a
half-hour — you’ve only got
one bottle,” she said. “But now
it’s unlimited supply; you can
drink at your leisure. It doesn’t
matter.”
It means going from Nikolai

and Rockstar, she said, to nice
wine and Moscow Mules in
copper pots at nicer bars.
It means freedom from the
careful planning that comes
with finding a buyer, getting your money together and
choosing a safe place to share a
bottle with your friends.
And it means a decision,
Peck said, between the two
roads you can choose when
your ID finally works to your
advantage. Keep getting shitfaced like you’re still in high
school on a curfew, or find the
time to drink the high-end
stuff and enjoy your expensive
beverages.
For most, it’s fair to say the
great slowdown happens gradually, though it takes on many
faces.
“I never drank beer before
I turned 21 because everyone
just had Bud Light and Coors
Light,” Peck said while sipping
on a Ranger IPA on Wednesday
afternoon.
Post-21, it’s common to pick
up a six-pack, or have a bottle
of wine at home waiting for

you. But it’s not just something
to chug and go anymore.
“It’s nice being able to buy
your own beer to have with
homework,” she said.
The fun of drinking doesn’t
stop, of course, but the cost of
going out can be prohibitive,
and the social aspect becomes
a little more restricted.
“That’s the one thing I miss
about drinking at home: you
get to play drinking games to
be entertained,” she said.
But it’s not so bad to feel the
adultness of the legal age, Peck
said.
“The best thing about it is
getting a glass of wine with
your meal,” she said. And
what’s more adult than that?
So unless your plan is to
keep up the crazy underage behavior and endanger yourself
(and your liver!), there is a certain slowdown associated with
being 21-plus.
There is a kicker for the
newly initiated, though.
“I still don’t get hangovers,”
Peck said.

Brooks Johnson/Montana Kaimin
“You can’t do stuff like this if you’re under 21,” Jamie Peck said as she sipped
on a beer at Flipper’s on Wednesday.

brooks.johnson@umontana.edu

TO STUDY, OR TO DRINK? QUESTION.
that is the

Nate Ford
for the Montana Kaimin
On a typical Saturday night, as
downtown Missoula comes alive
to drown its inhabitants in shots
of Fireball, Margo Kolpin snuggles up with a blanket and pops in
a movie.
“I enjoyed more than my share
of beverages freshman and soph-

omore year,” she said. “Now I enjoy waking up and not feeling like
death.”
Kolpin is a 22-year-old University of Montana senior and communications major. She plans to
graduate next December after
four and a half years, and she attributes the extra semester at least
in part to her “party years.”
Taking longer to achieve an un-

dergraduate degree than the once
typical four years has become
commonplace among American
students. So has not graduating
at all.
According to the Office of University Planning, Budgeting and
Analysis, the retention rate for UM
freshmen has fluctuated between
69 and 74 percent in the past 10
years. The staggering graduation

rate of 23 percent after four years
is substantially lower than the already measly national average of
54 percent. The graduation rate for
Montana students doubles to an
average of 44 percent for students
who take between four and six
years.
It should be said that these
statistics are perhaps less dismal
See DROPOUT, page 15

Adding fuel
to the fire

“Mindset is a big
part of it. It’s how
we interpret the
buzz.”
Mike Frost, SOS coordinator

Just under a quarter of all victims of violent crimes say their
attacker was under the influence of either drugs or alcohol.
The Bureau of Justice’s statistics for crimes committed in
2008 also show that 30 percent of
rape and sexual assault victims
say their attackers were under
the influence, and 24 percent of
assault victims say they were
attacked by someone who had
been drinking or doing drugs.
“That’s a pretty heavy percentage,” said Dan Doyle, cochair of the University of Montana’s sociology department.
“And that’s just when the victim
remembers it.”
Mike Frost, coordinator of
Curry’s Self Over Substance,
said alcohol is a depressant that
causes exaggerated emotions
and lowers inhibitions. However, Frost said it’s people’s expectations of the drinking experience that really affects how they
might react. Frost said he used
to know people whose idea of a

FACTORS THAT MAKE
YOU MORE LIKELY TO
GET VIOLENT

Paige Huntoon
good night was to go to a bar, get
drunk and start a fight.
“People give themselves permission to act differently (when
they drink),” he said. “Mindset
is a big part of it. It’s how we interpret the buzz.”
Though some people are
more likely to become violent
when they drink — those who,
while sober, have little empathy for others, those with poor
impulse control and those with
antisocial disorders — everyone
is at risk.
“Alcohol is an equal opportunity employer, they say,” Frost
said.
He said it’s much better to
have two drinks every day than
to have ten drinks once a week.
He added that when a person’s
blood alcohol level reaches more
than .05 percent, that person increases the chances of making
decisions he or she normally
wouldn’t make.
Kate Chapin, support groups
coordinator at YWCA, agreed

with Frost and said, “Alcohol
doesn’t make people violent, but
it puts fuel on the fire.”
In addition to lowering inhibitions, alcohol makes it more
difficult for people to pick up on
social cues and make cautious
decisions. This creates an environment conducive to instances
of violence, including sexual assault.
“It’s so easy for people to use
the excuse ‘I was drinking,’”
Chapin said.
She said that while it’s “not an
acceptable excuse when you’re
drinking and driving,” alcohol
has somehow become the scapegoat for violence.
Frost said people who tend
to get violent when they drink
“don’t know how to handle a
conflict” while sober.
“Alcohol doesn’t make a
peaceful, mellow person violent,” Chapin said.
paige.huntoon@umontana.edu

•
•

Expectations of violence
Low empathy for others,
poor impulse control, antisocial behavior disorders
Consuming large amounts of
alcohol quickly
BAC higher than .05 percent

•
•

DO CERTAIN DRINKS
CAUSE MORE VIOLENT
BEHAVIOR?
SOS coordinator Mike
Frost said he has heard
people say a specific type of
alcohol makes them angry,
violent or riled up. However, Frost pointed out there’s
no scientific evidence that
one type of liquor has specific effects on everyone. The
amount of liquor and how
quickly it’s consumed has
more impacts on how someone reacts to alcohol, he said.

What we’re looking forward to
The reputation of the University of Montana’s drinking culture
reaches beyond the campus and
into local high schools.
The perceptions from three
high school students on college
drinking, whether exaggerated or
understated, are factors in shaping
their attitudes on drinking.
Junior Nicky Manlove, 17, attends Sentinel High School and believes the drinking culture in college is stronger than in high school.
Nick Gast/Montana Kaimin
High school junior Nicky Manlove, 17, stands outside Sentinel High School
Thursday afternoon. Manlove believes drinking culture is much stronger in
college than in high school.

“All the college kids I’ve known
drink,” he said. “I think there is
more drinking at the University
than in high school, but college
kids handle (drinking) better.”
While some colleges are
known for their drinking culture
more than others, Manlove does
not believe it’s an issue of simply
being a “party school,” or not. In
Montana, where we are surrounded by rural areas and limited in
other forms of entertainment,

Linds Sanders

“drinking is just going to happen,”
Manlove said, who plans to leave
Montana for college.
“Media makes it an assumption that if you are in college, you
drink and party,” Manlove said.
The two private high schools
in Missoula have radically different views and reputations when it
comes to drinking.
Loyal Sacred Heart High
See HIGH SCHOOL, page 15
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School, a private Catholic
school that advertises an enrollment of no more than 240
students on its website, has a
stronger drinking culture than
the Christian private school,
Valley Christian.
Loyola sophomore Brayden
Byrne, 16, said his school has a
reputation for throwing parties
more frequently than public
high schools. Byrne said students of Loyala tend to come
from more wealthy households
and have access to an abundance of money and freedom
from lenient parents.
“There is a lot of peer pressure to drink,” Byrne said. “It’s
definitely hard to say no.”
For now, Bynre said the
drinking culture in high school
is not as appealing as skiing
and playing soccer.
Byrne plans to attend UM,
where he may participate more
in the culture of drinking. He
learned about the college lifestyle from his cousin (a UM
student) and his teachers who
often discuss UM matters, such
as the sexual assault investigations, in class.
Bryne said drinking culture
is stronger in college because
students drink more when they
are not under the umbrella of
their parents’ house.

“(In college) I will participate and regrettably give in to
peer pressure and having fun
with friends,” he said.
For Sarah Kessler, 16, a
sophomore at Valley Christian
School, the culture at the University makes her more averse
to drinking. Kessler said underage drinking is nearly nonexistent at her school, which
teaches K-12 with an average
enrollment of 230.
With a graduating class of 22
people, word spreads fast and
a reputation can be tainted after one experience. It is a combination of this fear, positive
peer pressure and the school’s
teachings that encourage students to abstain from underage
drinking, Kessler said.
“We always have Bible class
that teaches us to say no to doing bad stuff,” Kessler said.
The benefit of a small graduating class is the sense of community. Students reach out to
their peers and ensure they abstain from a number of actions,
drinking included.
Kessler said she is prepared
to face peer pressure at UM,
since her older brother is a UM
graduate. She said social media
platforms, such as Facebook,
teach her how college students
she knows are behaving.
When Kessler finally attends UM in the years to come,
she does not plan on drinking.
“I’ll try not to get into that,”
Kessler said. “Valley teaches us
to stand up for God when we
get to college.”
lindsay.sanders@umontana.edu

DROPOUT
From page 15
than they look because they only
include full-time students entering UM for their first time.
However, this is how all schools
keep their statistics, and UM’s
rates are not ideal.
But according to Arlene
Walker-Andrews, UM’s Associate Provost for Undergraduate
Education, excessive partying
is not the root of the problem.
“We lose the majority of students for two reasons: There’s
the ones who simply can’t afford to pay the bills anymore,
or those who have never been
all that interested in school to
begin with,” she said. “It’s not
that they intended to leave, but
life happens.”
While the expense of college is hardly breaking
news, Walker-Andrews said
studies show that students
with higher high school
GPAs typically have more
financial backing from their
parents, and they are the ones
graduating in four years.
UM focuses heavily on
freshman retention, because
that is when the bulk of students decide to stay or go. Little is done specifically to keep
sophomores and juniors.
“Heartbreaking is not too
strong a word,” Walker-Andrews said. “The money I am
allotted to help students stay
afloat is gone in a flash.”
While money issues lead
to many a dropout, this still
doesn’t fully explain why Montana’s retention rates are so low.
UM-Missoula actually leads

the state in bringing full-time
freshman back.
“Our rates across the board
aren’t perfect, but we are right
in there with schools similar to
us,” Walker-Andrews said.
Kolpin believes a lot of students just never learn to grow
up.
“There comes a point when
going out at least three nights
week not only hinders your
schoolwork, but stops being
that fun,” she said. “You can
only go to the Bodega so many
times.”
Kolpin and her friends allow
themselves one night a week to
go out, if even that, and they
will all be graduating within a
year.
Vinny Small, who dropped
out of UM after five semesters,
said for him excessive partying
was partially to blame for not
sticking with college.
“School is not that hard, but
it’s also not that fun,” he said.
“I would find myself downtown Wednesday through
Saturday, and then the next
mornings playing video games
when I had class. It got to the
point where I was just wasting
my parents’ money.”
Small, who said he misses
college life but is happy to be
working for his father’s rental
agency, said his drinking has
gone down significantly since
he left UM.
“That was all fun, but I have
to be at work by 8 everyday, so
I had to make a choice. It was
easier without all my college
friends around.”
nate.ford@umontana.edu

TIPS FOR
STAYING SOBER
ENJOYING LIFE SOBER
ELS is an ASUM student
group that provides students
who are abstaining from
alcohol, or other substances,
and/or in recovery an
opportunity to meet, socialize
and engage in drug- and
alcohol-free activities with
others.
Contact:
crystal.franchuk@umontana.edu

DESIGNATED DRIVER
PROGRAM
The city-funded program
works by encouraging one
member of a party to stay
sober and safely drive the
rest of the group home.
This designated driver will
receive free soft drinks at
participating establishments.

Participating
establishments:
Als’ Bar
Blue Canyon
Boomer’s Pub
Deano’s Casino
Desperado
Diamond Jim’s Crossroads
Diamond Jim’s Eastgate
Diamond Jim’s on Russell
Doc Hollidays
Hellgate Elks Lodge
Iron Horse Brew Pub
James Bar
Paradise Falls
Poor Henry’s Bar
Sunrise Saloon
The Rhino
Union Club Bar
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PARTING SHOT

“If you’re at a house party,
stay there until we clean up the
bars,” Sandberg said. “People
at the bars have to leave, so we
make them a priority.”
Sergeant Bob Bouchee of
the Missoula Police Department said both areas of nightlife cause issues. Bars tend to
be more diligent about making
sure drinkers are legal, but underage drinking happens everywhere. The real difference
between hitting up the bars
and carousing at a house party
is neighborhood tolerance, he
said. The police are more likely
to get noise complaints — and
investigate them — from neighbors inconvenienced by a house
party.
“People who live (downtown) have a certain amount
of patience because they know
it’s a bar area and it’s going to
be loud,” he said. “With house
parties, usually the neighbors
have less patience for noise continuing until the wee hours.”
emily.downing@umontana.edu
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The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their
best judgement and investigate fully any
offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out any money.

LOST & FOUND
Card found in early March addressed to
Bryce. Please call Lorrie at 243-2525
to identify
BICYCLE REPAIRS
Archie’s Backyard Bike Shop. UBI
Certified Bicycle Technician.
Cycle-powered, same day, pickup & return
service! Student rates 728-5882
FOR RENT
Weekend cabins 30 minutes away from
Missoula. $45-65/night. Rock Creek
Cabins 251-6611.
FOR SALE
Scales, Scales, Scales; low prices! The
Joint Effort. Holiday Village Shopping
Center. 1918 Brooks Street.		

montanakaimin

Office Staff

kiosk

R AT E S
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.40 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.50 per 5-word line/day

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS

HOT NEW Discs from discraft! The Joint
Effort. 1918 Brooks, Holiday Village
Shopping Center.
New Hookahs; shipment of sheesha JUST
ARRIVED, lots of new flavors, two sizes
of charcoal. The Joint Effort 1918 Brooks
Street. Holiday Village Street. Holiday
Village Shopping Center
HELP WANTED
Accepting applications for retail sales.
Seeking highly motivated people with
positive attitudes, good people skills and
a desire to learn. If you like fast paced
environments, are able to work weekends
and lift 50# then apply at:
2727 S. 3rd St. W. Missoula MT 59804

Seasonal summer employment available.
Waterfront opportunities at the Lodge
at Whitefish Lake, Whitefish Montana.
Cashiers and dockhands needed. Pay TBD.
Submit applications online at
www.lodgeatwhitefishlake.com
HOTEL
Parent’s Visiting? Call Hawthorn Suites!
Missoula’s FINEST Hotel! 406-541-3600
-:- Ask for our Griz Discount -:-		
PERSONALS
Take control. Quit smoking/chewing kits
at Curry. CHC 112
I SUPPORT TOBACCO FREE UM “As
a student athlete with asthma, secondhand
smoke is the last thing I need to be around
me.” - anonymous UM student		

SERVICES
Reliable pc/laptop repair. Voted best of
Missoula 2011. Student discounts! 136 E.
Broadway Computer Central 542-6540
A+ Writing & editing help. $3.50/page;
15 minute free consultation.
Wendy: 396-4544
*Visit www.GRIZ.tel for a great job search
tip*
Cheap Charley’s Mini Storage, Griz
Discount: Option 1) Full month free
with 3 months up front. Option 2) 5%
Griz Discount off regular price with Free
sign up fee! Student discount for truck
rental. (406) 721-7277		

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepayment is required. Ads may be placed at
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email:
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.
Lost and found ads may be placed
in the Kiosk free of charge. They can
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
MISCELLANEOUS
Horse Expo: Saturday, March 24 UC
Ballroom 10AM-5PM Silent Auction and
Tack Sale More Info:
www.umequestrianteam.weebly.com
or (406) 396-5930
Play Women’s Rugby! Practice Mon &
Wed 5-7 @ Dornblaser field (South and
Higgins) No experience necessary.
www.bettersiderugby.biz
SONG OF THE DAY
The Head and the Heart- Cats and
Dogs
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